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On Tuesday The New York Times dropped a bombshell revealing
that Stefan Halper’s assistant, ‘Azra Turk,’ who met with
Papadopoulos is September of 2016 was actually an FBI
investigator posing as a sexy assistant to Halper.

Trump campaign foreign policy advisor George Papadopoulos
traveled to London in September of 2016 after he received a strange
request via email, for a meeting from Stefan Halper, a Cambridge
professor with CIA connections, to discuss foreign policy.

Halper sent Papadopoulos an email in early September of 2016
offering him $3,000 to travel to London and write a policy paper
about Cyprus, Turkey and Israel because Papadopoulos was working
in the Israeli energy business and had an extensive amount of
knowledge in that field.

Enter the spy posing as a sexy assistant…

Stefan Halper’s assistant, Azra Turk (alias), who Papadopoulos
referred to as a ‘honeypot,’ said she flirted with him and directly
asked him if the Trump campaign was working with Russia.

In September, as The Gateway Pundit reported, George
Papadopoulos dropped a bomb on Twitter. George tweeted that
Obama, Brennan and Clapper ALL KNEW he was being spied on.
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The BRITISH (Stefan Halper), AUSTRALIAN (Alexander
Downer and Erika Thompson) and TURKISH (Azra Turk, spy
working for Halper) all spied on an American citizen and
campaign. Obama, Brennan and Clapper knew.

— George Papadopoulos (@GeorgePapa19) September 18,
2018

Papadopoulos later deleted the tweet for some reason.

 
On Thursday The New York Times wrote about the FBI Spy Azra
Turk. The deep state is in a panic and hoping to ward off the
firestorm from the upcoming IG report.

The report must be devastating. 
You can tell by the actions of the Democrat Party and deep state
operatives this week.
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 • Reply •

Julie • a day ago

I am getting so excited because things are about to hit the fan.

Who will be the FIRST to be indicted?

I think it will be Brennan.

The democrats are upset about a letter from Mueller to Barr so
wait until the indictments start.....HOLY COW.

**Comey is doing a town hall on CNN on May 8th. The evil ones
are nervous.**
29△ ▽

Whoare"they"?✓Deplorable  • a day ago> Julie

Maybe, Clapper is the weak link, he wiil roll on all when
he is facing jail.

The Gateway Pundit Comment Policy

We welcome comments from our readers while reserving the right to
edit or remove comments that do not meet our policy.

Please read our Comment Policy before commenting.
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 • Reply •

Warren Ellis  
• a day ago

> Whoare"they"?✓Deplorable

Clapper was a useful idiot. Loretta Lynch is more
likely the weak link in my opinion. She was also
used as a pawn by the Obama Administration
and the Clinton Cabal in my opinion.
9△ ▽

 • Reply •

jordanminn  • a day ago> Warren Ellis

Loretta Lynch was told on the tarmac what
would happen to her grandkids..........

if she goes off message.
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

VoteOutIncumbents  
• a day ago

> jordanminn

She doesn't have any grand kids. Nor
does she play golf. That's one reason why
Clinton's explanation of their conversation
is so unbelievable. Is it not ASTOUNDING
that the MSM still has no interest in
investigating this?
5△ ▽

 • Reply •

Citizen Sane  
• a day ago

> VoteOutIncumbents

the NYSLIMES--published an article about
this today--they maybe getting out ahead
of things FINALLY.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

MLCBLOG  • a day ago> Citizen Sane

They will NEVER change. Get it...or we
waste our energies.
1△ ▽

JOHN OB  • a day ago> Citizen Sane

No!

The NY Times is doing what it has been
doing all along, providing reason and
cover for the FBI and the previous political
hierarchy.

Attorney General Barr testified that there
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 • Reply •

Attorney General Barr testified that there
would have to be 'adequately predicated'
reason for spying. Look for more stories
from the Times. They will build the
following BS narrative for 'the deep state'--
They really really believed that Trump was
an agent of Russia--so they began spying
on the campaign.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Citizen Sane  • 14 hours ago> JOHN OB

Hopefully it will set up as the WSJ vs the
Slimes--as Kim Strassel has been all over
the FBI corruption at the WSJ for two
years
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bob johnson  • a day ago> Citizen Sane

Their trying to save their own A from going
down in this !! Along with the CIA Run
CNN and MSNBC anf the Washington
Compost.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bob johnson  
• a day ago

> VoteOutIncumbents

Thank you i was going to point that out,
she has no grandchildren.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

VoteOutIncumbents  
• a day ago

> Warren Ellis

My money is on Priestap. He was Strzok's
boss but ol' Pete seemed to be operating
as an independent contractor for Hillary.
McCabe and Strzok worked around
Priestap as much as possible. I think he'll
flip for a slap on the wrist sentence.
4△ ▽

 • Reply •

Max Thunder  
• a day ago

> Whoare"they"?✓Deplorable

It will be an orgy of rolling rats when the report
comes out ... rats and rotting fish.
8△ ▽

Bigtex  • a day ago> Julie
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 • Reply •

Yesterday Nellie Ohr was criminally referred to the
Justice Department concerning her Congressional
testimony! Other referrals have been sent from Devin
Nunes to DOJ.
11△ ▽

 • Reply •

Chris Dennis  • a day ago> Bigtex

Right about Nellie Ohr, but why haven't we seen
anything about that today?? Who's trying to bury
this story?
7△ ▽

 • Reply •

VoteOutIncumbents  
• a day ago

> Chris Dennis

Heck...the MSM STILL hasn't covered
most of the coup attempt. They're not
going to cover anything they don't have to.
It's all hands on deck...protect Obama and
Clinton at all costs.
6△ ▽

 • Reply •

GomeznSA  
• a day ago

> VoteOutIncumbents

Cover it? Most of them were willing
participants in the attempt - they ain't
gonna rat on themselves.

Hmm, maybe one of them will figure out if
they do an expose on the whole rotten
deal they can win a Pulitzer. Of course
they probably would not survive to receive
it............
5△ ▽

 • Reply •

William Lanham  
• a day ago

> GomeznSA

Willing participants in a CONSPIRACY
against the United States to remove the
President with false accusations, in
collusion with persons in Obama
Whitehouse, FBI, CIA, NSA, NSC, State
Department Justice Department, New
York Times, Washington Post, CNN,
MSNBC and remnants of Clinton
canpaign.
2△ ▽

Bigtex • a day ago> Chris Dennis
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 • Reply •

Bigtex   a day ago> Chris Dennis

You know how fast the DOJ works
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

American Dreamer  
• 4 hours ago

> Chris Dennis

Who All are busy trying to bury it?
△ ▽

 • Reply •

MLCBLOG  • a day ago> Bigtex

This is my favorite part of it at the moment.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Napoleon Trombonopart  • a day ago> Julie

Please use his full name Comrade Mohammed Ivan
Brennanski , have some respect./sarc
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Infowarrior C  • a day ago> Julie

Julie, It appears to be Nellie Ohr. Her Criminal Referral
has been officially sent. She is the First Domino in the
series of the whole mess anyways, so its right for her to
fall first. Honestly she will most likely turn states
evidence and start singing to save herself and her
husband Bruce who will most likely face charges at a
later date.
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Julie  • a day ago> Infowarrior C

McCabe was officially sent too. Nothing
happened to him and he went on to do a book
tour.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

MLCBLOG  • a day ago> Julie

That was before Barr got into action.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

MLCBLOG  • a day ago> Infowarrior C

These things take time, like baking a cake. Yum!!
△ ▽

Plowjogger1776  • a day ago> Julie

Wha? They are going hard after Nellie Ohr and about to
drop a ton of bricks on her. When she feels cornered,
look out! Nellie gonna roll on these fools! Devin Nunes
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 • Reply •
on the march.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

MLCBLOG  • a day ago> Plowjogger1776

Parade of fools.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Marilyn  • a day ago> Julie

I'm waiting for someone's head to turn a complete circle
and pea soup spewing out. Gross I know
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Randy G  • a day ago> Julie

I hope its Brennan, but I am thinking a bunch of low level
staffers (who feed their superiers info) will end up falling
on their swords.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Napoleon Trombonopart  • a day ago> Randy G

Brennan, Yates , Comey, Mccabe and on down .  
Really do not expect Clinton and The Most Holy
Usuper to go down .
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Rex Racer  • a day ago> Julie

McCabe, Lisa Page, Nellie Ohr are the weakest links. 
Comey probably already has immunity from Rosenstein-
Mueller. It explains WHY he is such an enormous Prick
on Social Media. I think Peter Strzok also has immunity.
He was literally making faces at Congress during his
testimony. 
Hopefully others were not given immunty deals, like what
happened during the Clinton Email Server
"Investigation"... Immunity Deals can be broken or
voided IF the person refuses to cooperate and give
FULL testimony.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Callmeirredeemable  • a day ago> Julie

Rat Rosenstein has already flipped
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

MLCBLOG  • a day ago> Callmeirredeemable

What do you know?
△ ▽
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